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THE PENSION PROTECTION FUND (ENTRY RULES) REGULATIONS 
2005 

 
2005 No. 590  

 
1. This explanatory memorandum has been prepared by the Department for 

Work and Pensions and is laid before Parliament by Command of Her 
Majesty. 
 
 

2.  Description 
 

2.1 The Board of the Pension Protection Fund (“The Board”) is established 
by section 107 of the Pensions Act 2004 (c.35) (“the Act”) to provide 
compensation for members of eligible occupational pension schemes in 
the event of the insolvency of the scheme’s sponsoring employer and 
where the pension scheme is underfunded at a certain level. 

 
2.2 These regulations set out the criteria by reference to which a scheme is 

to be an eligible scheme. This includes eligibility to both pay the 
Pension Protection Fund (“PPF”) levies and receive protection from 
the PPF should the sponsoring employer of the scheme go insolvent 
leaving the scheme underfunded.  

 
2.3 The assessment period is the time where the scheme is assessed to 

determine whether the Board must assume responsibility for the 
scheme, whether it is possible to rescue a scheme or whether a scheme 
must be required to wind up. These regulations provide the rules and 
requirements for insolvency practitioners, trustees and the Board 
during this time. The instrument makes certain provision in respect of 
multi-employer schemes1.     

 
 
3. Matters of special interest to the Joint Committee on Statutory 

Instruments 
 

3.1 There is an irregularity in the numbering of this Statutory Instrument 
with reference to the numbering of the Pension Protection Fund 
(Eligible Schemes) Appointed Day Order 2005.  (See the footnote 
reference to the Order on page 5, footnote (d) of the draft Pension 
Protection Fund (Entry Rules) Regulations 2005).  This was because 
the Instrument was assigned a number in advance of making in order to 
facilitate the finalising of a number of other Statutory Instruments 

                                                 
1 “Multi-employer scheme” means an occupational pension scheme in relation to which there is more 
than one employer. 
 



which contain footnote references to the Entry Rules regulations.  
Because this Statutory Instrument refers to the Order it was necessary 
for the Order to be made before this Instrument; however the Entry 
Rules SI has a lower number than the Order.  We can confirm however 
that these two Instruments were made in the correct order. 

 
 
4. Legislative Background 
 

4.1 The Act received Royal Assent on 18 November 2004.   
 
4.2 This is the first use of these regulation making powers under the Act.  
 
4.3 These regulations include regulations on eligible schemes. Some of the 

provisions in these regulations are required to come into force from 1st 
April to ensure the Occupational Pension Schemes (Levies) 
Regulations 2005 which refer to eligible schemes can take effect from 
the 1st April. The Occupational Pension Schemes (Levies) Regulations 
2005 are required to take effect from the 1st April as this is the start of 
the PPF financial year. The remainder of the provisions in these 
regulations will come into force on 6th April 2005. 

 
 

5. Extent 
 
 5.1 This instrument applies to Great Britain. 
 
 
6. European Convention on Human Rights 

 
6.1 Not applicable.  
 
 

7. Policy background 
 

7.1 Section 126 of the Act makes provision about which occupational 
pension schemes are eligible schemes.  This section provides for 
money purchase schemes to be excluded from being eligible for the 
PPF, the section further provides for regulations to exclude certain 
defined benefit and hybrid schemes from being eligible for PPF 
protection, therefore exempting them from payment of the PPF levies.  
Broadly speaking, schemes which are not eligible for the PPF are 
schemes which already have very secure provisions for the protection 
of their members’ pensions.  The likelihood of such schemes’ requiring 
PPF assistance is zero, and for this reason it is considered that such 
schemes should not have to pay the levy.   

 
7.2 These regulations further provide that where, outside of an assessment 

period, the trustees or managers of a scheme enter into an agreement 
with the sponsoring employer to compromise the debt owed to the 



scheme, this action will render the scheme not eligible for the PPF 
except in a limited set of circumstances. This is intended to discourage 
low compromise agreements (which have been frequent in the past), it 
is also intended to protect the PPF from having to take on 
responsibility for a scheme with minimal assets and no recourse to 
chase any further monies from the employer.  

 
7.3 The assessment period is the time where the scheme is assessed to 

determine whether the Board must assume responsibility for the 
scheme, whether a scheme rescue has occurred, or whether the scheme 
may be required to wind up. If an eligible scheme ceases to be eligible 
in certain circumstances after it has entered an assessment period (for 
example because one member of a 2 member scheme dies), the 
provisions governing the assessment period would, but for provision in 
these Regulations, no longer apply. These regulations provide for this 
situation by enabling the Board to continue to assess whether the 
scheme has sufficient assets to meet the protected liabilities and 
whether a scheme rescue is possible.  If necessary the Board will then 
be able to assume responsibility for that scheme in the normal way.  

 
7.4 These regulations outline the form and content of the various 

applications and notices which must be issued by insolvency 
practitioners, pension scheme trustees, The Pensions Regulator and the 
Board throughout the assessment period. 

 
7.5 These regulations provide a list of additional insolvency events which 

are not already covered in section 121 of the Act. These will enable the 
pension schemes of employers such as building societies and limited 
liability partnerships to start an assessment period should the 
sponsoring employer suffer an insolvency event which is not defined in 
the primary legislation. 

 
7.6 These regulations provide for the prescribed requirements which an 

employer must meet for section 129 application purposes. They enable 
the trustees or managers of a pension scheme which is sponsored by 
either a public body or an unincorporated charity to apply to the Board 
under section 129 if they become aware that the sponsoring employer 
is no longer continuing as a going concern. They further provide for 
The Pensions Regulator to issue a notice to this effect if they become 
aware of the situation before the scheme trustees. These regulations are 
necessary as it is not possible for either a public body or an 
unincorporated charity to have an insolvency event as defined in the 
Act. 

 
7.7 These regulations provide the criteria the insolvency practitioner must 

use to determine whether a scheme rescue has occurred, a scheme 
rescue is not possible, or it is not possible for him to determine either 
way. In the circumstances where the employer is a public body or an 
unincorporated charity and there is no insolvency practitioner 
appointed these regulations further provide the criteria the Board must 



use to determine whether a scheme rescue has occurred or a scheme 
rescue is not possible. 

 
7.8 There are a number of restrictions placed on trustees during an 

assessment period. These regulations provide for the circumstances 
where these restrictions do not apply. For example they provide that 
contributions can be paid towards a scheme where those contributions 
related to any part of the employer’s liability to pay a debt to the 
scheme under section 75 of the Pensions Act 1995. They further 
provide the circumstances where the trustees may discharge their 
liability to pay a pension or benefit in respect of a member during the 
assessment period. 

 
7.9 These regulations provide that the Board may issue directions to the 

scheme administrator responsible for the discharge of functions under 
Part 4 of the Finance Act 2004. This is necessary as these 
administrators have a statutory responsibility which is different to the 
trustees of a pension scheme. 

 
7.10 These regulations provide that if there is still a possibility the scheme 

may be rescued a member may choose to postpone their pension 
during the assessment period. If a person becomes entitled to a death in 
service benefit due to an active member dying before the start of an 
assessment period these regulations provide for this benefit to be 
treated as becoming payable before the start of the assessment period. 

 
7.11 These regulations provide the rate of interest which must be charged 

on any loan granted by the PPF to pension scheme trustees during an 
assessment period. This is the market rate of interest and will enable 
the PPF to recoup any money it would have made had the money 
instead remained in the PPF bank account. 

 
7.12 These regulations provide that when an assessment period ends in 

relation to a scheme because it has been rescued, that any active 
members of the scheme may backdate their pensionable service for the 
time the scheme was in the assessment period on condition that they 
pay their corresponding contributions to the scheme within a set time. 
The regulations further provide that when a member chooses to 
exercise his right to do this the employer must also pay his 
contributions in relation to this member. 

 
7.13 These regulations provide that where the Board finds that if at any 

point a scheme was not an eligible scheme or that a new scheme was 
created to replace an existing scheme during the three year period prior 
to the assessment date it must refuse to assume responsibility for that 
scheme.  These regulations are intended to safeguard against moral 
hazard – where the trustees of a scheme realise that the employer is at 
risk of going insolvent and the pension scheme is underfunded they 
might attempt to make the scheme eligible or replace the scheme with 
a new one in order that the PPF would take on the scheme’s liabilities.   



 
7.14 These regulations provide the form and content of the audited scheme 

accounts which must accompany any application by the scheme 
trustees for the Board to reconsider assuming responsibility for the 
scheme. These regulations mirror The Occupational Pension Schemes 
(Requirement to Obtain Audited Accounts and a Statement from the 
Auditor) Regulations 1996 which provides for annual audited scheme 
accounts. 

 
7.15 Consultation has not taken place for these regulations. As these 

Regulations are made before the expiry of the period of six months 
beginning with the coming into force of the provisions of the Act by 
virtue of which they are made, the requirement for the Secretary of 
State to consult such persons as he considers appropriate does not 
apply.  

 
 
8. Impact 
 

8.1 An assessment of the compliance costs to business of the measures 
arising from the Act, including these Regulations, has been placed in 
the libraries of both Houses of Parliament. Copies may be obtained 
from the Department for Work and Pensions, Regulatory Impact Unit, 
3rd Floor, The Adelphi, 1-11 John Adam Street, London WC2N 6HT. 
This is also available at 
http://www.dwp.gov.uk/publications/dwp/2004/ria/pensions_bill_2004
_rev.pdf. The relevant paragraphs of the RIA are attached to this 
memorandum.   

 
8.2 As debates in both houses made clear, some public sector defined 

benefit pension schemes will be required to pay the Pension Protection 
Levies. This Statutory Instrument sets out the criteria for a scheme to 
be an eligible scheme, therefore there will be a minimal impact on the 
public sector arising from these regulations.  

 
 

9. Contact 
 
 Hannah Malik at the Department for Work and Pensions Tel: 020 7962 8400 

or e-mail: hannah.malik@dwp.gsi.gov.uk can answer any queries regarding 
the instrument.  
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